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Germing surfaces in reaction-diffusion systems? Experiments
and a hypothesis
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Simple inorganic reactions in gels, such as NaOH1CuCl2 , NaOH1Cu(NO3)2 , and NaOH
1AgNO3, are used to obtain complex spatial patterns. When the reactions are running in a thin gel
sheet, trapezoid-shaped precipitate regions emerge behind shrinking reaction fronts. Our
experimental results suggest that the reaction fronts, which are segments of the borders of the
precipitate regions, act as reactive surfaces where an intermediate compound is formed, and the
progression of the fronts require a critical concentration of this compound. This phenomenon was
modeled by the combination of reaction-diffusion equations and a generalized cellular automata.
The most important qualitative features of the patterns have been reproduced by computer
simulations. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1505437#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation of pattern formation led to the discovery
numerous new phenomena in physics,1,2 chemistry,3–5 and
biology.6–8 Several classes of pattern-forming chemical re
tions have been examined in the last decades. Chem
waves in liquids and gels and on catalytic surfaces can y
various spatiotemporal patterns.9–14 Formation of stationary
patterns governed by the Turing instability have also b
found experimentally.15–17Precipitation in the wake of mov
ing diffusion fronts is another much investigated process
can lead to the formation of a great variety of spat
patterns.18–33This class of reactions, which will be our con
cern as well, involves the Liesegang phenomena, where
outer electrolyte with high concentration penetrates into a
that contains an inner electrolyte. The reaction can result
set of well-separated precipitation zones.

Recent investigations showed that the NaOH1CuCl2
and NaOH1Cu~NO3)2 reactions, while running in a
Liesegang-type experimental setup, can produce rotating
rals and targetlike patterns that have been observed on
more complex chemical systems.34 Beside these primary pat
terns, the NaOH1CuCl2 and the NaOH1AgNO3 reactions
can yield microscopic grids consisting of equidistant she
of colloidal particles, having wavelengths on the order of
mm.35 The basic element of the formation of primary patter
is the emergence of a trapezoid-shaped precipitate region
forms behind a shrinking reaction front, and finally evolv
into a trianglelike area. This is strikingly different from th
development of Liesegang patterns, where bands of pre
tate emerge, usually in the entire area behind a moving fr

A detailed experimental study of the above proces
indicated that they cannot be classified into the curren
known families of nonlinear chemical reactions.36 The pat-
terns are produced by simple inorganic reagents unlike in
Belousov-Zhabotinsky type reactions,37 and the precipitation
proceeds in a different way from the case of the Lieseg
6640021-9606/2002/117(14)/6646/9/$19.00
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phenomena. Although the detailed mechanism of the reac
is unknown, the new process of pattern formation and
unusual properties of the border of the precipitate reg
need the elaboration of a phenomenological model of
above processes. In the first part of the article experime
results are presented that led to the theoretical description
the next sections, details of the model are discussed. Re
of computer simulations that reproduce the most import
characteristics of the pattern formation in thin gel sheets
also presented in the third section.

II. THE DYNAMICS OF PATTERN FORMATION
IN GEL SHEETS

Experiments in gel sheets were performed in two setu
In the first one, the poly~vinyl!alcohol or agarose gel havin
a thickness of 0.2–0.3 mm and containing the inner elec
lyte CuCl2 , Cu(NO3)2 , or AgNO3 was located between
microscope slide and a cover glass. The reaction was sta
by putting some droplets of NaOH solution at one of t
edges of the cover glass@Fig. 1~a!#. In the second setup
the 40-mm-high and 1.6-mm-thick gel sheet was loca
between two glass plates of 833102 mm, and the reaction
was started by pouring the outer electrolyte on the top@Fig.
1~b!#. Preparation of the experiments are described in
Appendix.

In the usual case, pattern formation in the NaO
1CuCl2 and NaOH1Cu~NO3)2 reactions evolves in the fol
lowing way34 ~Fig. 2!: As the diffusion front of the NaOH
penetrates into the gel, a region is formed where both
agents are present. The diffusion front is followed by a sh
reaction front, where formation of a precipitate takes pla
This precipitate looks blue in reflected light and green
transmitted light, and shows no structure when investiga
with optical microscopy. Although there can be a large fie
behind the diffusion front of the NaOH, the reaction is taki
place only at the reaction front, which will be referred to
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the active border of the precipitate area. Later, in some po
of the reaction front the precipitation is halted, and the act
border is split into several reaction zones@Fig. 2~a!#. As the
front progresses, these points expand into empty regions
of the blue-green precipitate. The precipitation continues
the shrinking reaction zones, which are sweeping through
gel sheet@Fig. 2~b!#. In spite of the presence of both re
agents, the reaction does not proceed on the oblique e
that separate the already formed precipitate from the em
regions free of precipitate. These stationary edges will
referred to as passive borders. The reaction continues on
the active borders of the trapezoid-shaped regions. Thu
reaction zone is a permanently growing and renewing s
face.

As the reaction zones sweep through the gel sheet, t
length diminishes. Therefore, their margins are referred to
regressing edges@Fig. 2~b!#. At the end of this process, whe
an active border vanishes, the trapezoid-shaped precip
region is completed into a trianglelike one, with a small cu
on the top in some cases@Fig. 2~c!#. Due to the similarity of
this cusp with some elements of sea shell patterns prese
in Ref. 38, the formation will be referred to as the Meinha
peak.

After a while, when the reagents are recovered by dif
sion, new reaction fronts can emerge somewhere along
passive edges, usually at the top of the wedgelike em
regions@Fig. 2~d!#. Later, the new fronts may also be sp
into reaction zones. Note that formation of new fronts is n
included in the phenomenological explanation.

The blue-green precipitate is not the final reaction pr
uct. Seven to eight minutes after it has been formed, it st
to convert into a brown colloidal compound. Investigatio
with x-ray scattering34 proved that this colloidal compound i
CuO. Development of patterns in the NaOH1AgNO3 reac-
tion also goes through the stages described above, ex
that the primary precipitate formed in the reaction seem
be stable, and does not convert into another compound.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The outer electrolyte is denoted by~1!, while
the inner electrolyte by~2!. ~a! The gel sheet containing the inner electroly
is located between a microscope slide and a cover glass. The outer el
lyte is dropped to an edge of the gel sheet, and protected by another
glass. ~b! The gel sheet is located between two glass plates. The o
electrolyte is layered on the gel.
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III. A QUALITATIVE EXPLANATION

The central assumption of the phenomenological exp
nation is that the sharp reaction zone—the active, grow
border of the already formed precipitate—acts as a surfa
where the outer and inner electrolytes react, and a diffus
intermediary compound~DC! is formed. Recent ultraviolet–
visible microspectrophotometric investigations indicated t
in the NaOH1CuCl2 reaction a species different from th

tro-
ver
er

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram on sequence of pattern formation in gel sh
~1! outer electrolyte,~2! gel sheet containing the inner electrolyte,~3! active
region where both reagents are present,~4! shrinking reaction zones,~5!
passive borders,~6! new reaction front. The primary precipitate formed
the reaction is drawn in dark gray, while the precipitate-free gel with lig
gray. The passive borders are marked with black, while the active ones
white curves. Note, that in Ref. 34 the gray color represented the collo
CuO precipitate, which is not marked here.~a! Progression of the reaction
front and that of the diffusion front. The formation of the precipitate
halted in three points of the reaction front, marked by arrows.~b! Shrinking
reaction fronts leave behind them trapezoid-shaped precipitate region
regressing edge is marked by an arrow.~c! The reaction fronts disappeared
the precipitate triangles are completed. The Meinhardt peaks at the to
the trianglelike regions are marked by arrows.~d! A new reaction front
emerged in the top of the wedgelike empty region, where both of the
agents are present.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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reactants is present in the front of each reaction zone.39 How-
ever, at this time the chemical composition of the DC
unknown.

It is also supposed that the formation of the precipit
and thus the progression of the reaction zone require a c
cal concentration of the DC. If this concentration is reach
on a segment of the active border, a new layer of precipi
will be formed, and in the same time, the DC in the old lay
is consumed. Thus, the active edge will be shifted. Oth
wise, no new precipitate will form on that section of th
active border. Moreover, it is possible that the critical co
centration of the DC on a segment of the active border is
reached within a certain timet, counted from the emergenc
of the active segment. In this case, the section of the reac
zone looses its reactive property, and becomes part of
stationary, passive border. The reactive surface may ac
ther as a catalyst, or as a germing surface where heter
neous nucleation and thus formation of the precipitate
take place.40–42

The most important qualitative property of pattern fo
mation is the emergence of the trapezoid-shaped precip
regions in the wake of the reaction zones. In order to und
stand this feature, the concentration of the DC has to
assumed to be smaller near the end points of the reac
zone than the constant value reached in the middle. C
puter simulations showed that this circumstance is typica
the critical concentration of the DC is smaller than the va
in the middle, but larger than the value near the end point
the active border, the next layer of precipitate will be shor
than the reaction zone. For the shrinking to occur, the unc
ered portions of the antecedent reaction zone cannot rem
reactive too long after the formation of a new layer of p
cipitate.

Splitting of a reaction front can happen when the fro
reaches an impurity or inhomogenity present either inside
at the surface of the gel. In such a case, the reaction fro
damaged, and therefore may lose its reactive property. A
consequence, the concentration of the DC will be reduce
these points, and passive borders appear as described a

Development of a small cusp that may appear at the
of the trianglelike precipitate regions cannot be explained
qualitative arguments. This question will be reexamin
when the computer simulation results are presented.

Formation of new reaction fronts is attributed to hig
reagent concentrations. This is the situation at the top of
gel column, when the experiment is started. New fronts
also appear in the top of the wedgelike empty regions. T
happens when the reagents consumed by the antecede
action zones are recovered by diffusion. Note that emerge
of new reaction fronts is not included in the model describ
in the present article.

The qualitative explanation presented above is suppo
by several experimental results that were obtained in var
setups. The most important observations are enumer
below:

~i! Active and passive borders have different shades
colors in the NaOH1CuCl2 system@Fig. 3~a!#. The passive
border has an opalescent shade, unlike the growing, ac
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 157.181.170.24. Redistribution subject to A
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one. This difference also suggests that the active and pas
borders have different structures.

~ii ! An interesting phenomenon can occur when a re
tion front that is moving along a passive border reaches
top of a precipitate triangle. Figures 3~b! and 3~f! represent
the stage when one of the margins of the reaction fr
moves along a precipitated area. The passive border
previously formed precipitate is assumed to act as an
stacle where the diffusive intermediary compound can
penetrate. Therefore, the concentration of the DC is not
minished at this front margin. As the reaction front a
proaches the top of the precipitated triangle, the DC aro
this end of the front starts to diffuse in a much larger a
then previously. As a consequence, its concentration will
minish. If it drops below the critical concentration require
for the progression of the active edge for a time longer th
t, the end point of the reaction front loses its reactive pro
erty, and an active–passive transition takes place@Figs. 3~c!
and 3~g!#. Later, the portion of the reaction zone that is s
active will shrink and evolve as described in the previo
paragraphs. The same scenario can take place when a
tion front passes through an obstacle with sharp edges.

~iii ! When a segment of a front faces an obstacle suc
an air bubble or a splint of glass of about 0.1–1 mm,
speed of that front portion increases before it touches
barrier @Fig. 3~h!#. The speed-up begins when the front is
about 60mm distance from the obstacle. If the diffusive in
termediary compound cannot pass through the barrier,
concentration may increase between the obstacle and
front. The higher concentration of the DC may be the m
probable reason for the higher front velocity.

~iv! When two reaction fronts meet and melt togeth
the front speed is highly increased around the mee
point35 @Fig. 3~i!#. This speed-up can be explained knowin
that in the fronts of both active borders there is a reg
where the DC is present. At the immediate neighborhood
the meeting point these regions are overlapping and the
centration of the DC is increased. Fronts are suppose
have greater velocity while sweeping through this area. N
that the concavely curved shape of the front also cause
increase in the velocity.

IV. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical model elaborated for the descript
of the investigated chemical systems is a combination
partial differential equations43 and a cellular automata.44,45

Generalized cellular automata with some of the local va
ables being continuous was included in order to handle
processes involving the sharp, bandlike reaction front. T
problem could also be handled by differential equations h
ing appropiate boundary conditions at the moving fronts,
the cellular automata approach seemed to be more co
nient. Note that the reaction-diffusion equations of the mo
are also discretized in order to perform the simulatio
Thus, the whole approach can be regarded as a cellular
tomata.

This dimensionless model describes the most sim
situation: The reaction front propagates in a region wh
initially both reagents have constant concentration. In a g
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6649J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 14, 8 October 2002 Germing surfaces in reaction-diffusion systems?
FIG. 3. Experiments supporting the phenomenological model. The outer electrolyte concentration is denoted bya0 , while the inner electrolyte concentratio
by b0 . ~a! Active ~1! and passive~2! edges in the NaOH1CuCl2 system in PVA gel, from an oblique point of view. The gel sheet is located between two
plates. Note their difference with respect to the shade of the colors.a058M NaOH, b050.732M CuCl2 , the thickness of the gel sheet is 1.6 mm.~b!–~d!
Active–passive transition in the NaOH1CuCl2 system. The reaction is taking place in agarose gel located between two glass plates.a054M NaOH, b0

50.586M CuCl2 , scale bar52 mm. Time elapsed from the taking of panel~b! is 871 s@panel~c!# and 1398 s@panel~d!#, respectively. The reaction zone~1!
is bounded on one side by the passive border of a previously formed precipitate~2!, and on the other side by a regressing edge~3!, which is the meeting point
of the reaction zone and a passive border of the novel precipitate@panel~b!#. When the reaction zone reaches the top of the precipitate triangle, a new pa
edge~4! will appear@panel~c!#. The reaction zone became bordered by two regressing edges, and thus it will shrink@panel~d!#, and later it disappears. Note
the decay of the blue-green precipitate into the brown one.~e!–~g! Active–passive transition in the NaOH1AgNO3 system. The reaction is taking place i
PVA gel located between a microscope slide and a cover glass.a058M NaOH,b050.412M AgNO3 , scale bar50.5 mm. Time elapsed from the taking o
panel~e! is 552 s@panel~f!# and 672 s@panel~g!#, respectively. Panel~e! shows a shrinking reaction front, which leaves behind a trapezoid-shaped preci
region. Panel~f! displays a reaction front~1!, which approaches the top of the precipitate triangle formed in the previous scenario. When it reaches
an active–passive transition takes place, and a new passive edge~2! will appear@panel~g!#. ~h! Speed up of a reaction front segment that faces an obsta
The reaction is taking place in PVA gel located between a microscope slide and a cover glass. The black lines represent the reaction front every 3the
black region the obstacle itself. The arrows indicate the progressing direction of the reaction front.a058M NaOH, b050.732M CuCl2 , and the scale bar
5150 mm. ~i! Fusing of reaction fronts in the NaOH1CuCl2 chemical system. The reaction is taking place in PVA gel located between a microscope
and a cover glass. The black lines represent the reaction front~s! every 30 s, except the two short curves in the middle. These short curves indicate the po
of the fused front 5 and 15 s after the moment when the last unconnected front was plotted.a058M NaOH, b050.732M NaOH, and the scale ba
5150 mm.
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d
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approximation, this is the case when a new front emer
and propagates far behind the diffusion front of the ou
electrolyte, e.g., in a wedgelike empty region, after the in
electrolyte has been recovered by diffusion. All compoun
have zero-flux boundary conditions. Equations and cellu
automata rules of the model are the following:

]a~x,y,t !

]t
5Da„d~x,y,t !…Da~x,y,t !

2ra~x,y,t !b~x,y,t !d„d~x,y,t !21…, ~1!

]b~x,y,t !

]t
5Db„d~x,y,t !…Db~x,y,t !

2ra~x,y,t !b~x,y,t !d„d~x,y,t !21…, ~2!
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 157.181.170.24. Redistribution subject to A
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]c~x,y,t !

]t
5Dc„d~x,y,t !…Dc~x,y,t !

1ra~x,y,t !b~x,y,t !d„d~x,y,t !21…, ~3!

R1: @c~x,y,t !.c* #`@d~x,y,t !51!]

`@d~xNN ,yNN ,t !50#

→@d~xNN ,yNN ,t1Dt !51#

`@d~x,y,t1Dt !50.5#

`@c~x,y,t1Dt !50#,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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R2: @c~x,y,t !,c* #`@d~x,y,t !51!]

`@T~x,y,t !<t#

→T~x,y,t1Dt !5T~x,y,t !11,

R3: @c~x,y,t !,c* #`@d~x,y,t !51!]

`@T~x,y,t !.t#

→d~x,y,t1Dt !50.5,

R4: @d~x,y,t !51#`@d~xNN ,yNN ,t !.0;~xNN ,yNN!#

→d~x,y,t1Dt !50.5,

Da,b„d~x,y,t !…5H aa,bDa,b if d~x,y,t !50.5

Da,b otherwise,

Dc„d~x,y,t !…5H 0 if d~x,y,t !50.5

Dc otherwise.

Termsa(x,y,t) andb(x,y,t) represent the outer and in
ner electrolytes,c(x,y,t) the diffusive intermediary com
pound DC, andc* its critical concentration, whiled(x,y,t)
the precipitate formed in the reaction. The termd(x,y,t) is
not related to concentration. It can take just a few nonz
values denoting the active edge and the passive form of
precipitate, and the different types of the obstacles, res
tively. Thus,d51 at the active edge,d50.5 in the other parts
of the precipitate regions including the passive edges,
d50 where no precipitate is present. The obstacles that
be discussed later are represented by other nonzero valu
d. T(x,y,t) denotes the age, whilet the maximal lifetime of
the cells. Nearest neighbors of the cell at the lattice po
(x,y) are denoted by (xNN ,yNN). The symbol̀ denotes the
logical AND.

Initial concentrations of reagents are constant valuesa0

andb0 , respectively. At the beginning, no DC is present
the system. The model does not describe the emergenc
the first active cells; therefore a region whered(x,y,0)51
has to be included in the initial conditions.

The Laplace operator in the diffusion term is denoted
D. Diffusion coefficients of the reagents in the regions free
precipitate areDa and Db . In the domains filled with the
passive precipitate these are reduced by factorsaa,1 and
ab,1. The diffusion coefficient of the DC, denoted byDc,
is zero where the passive precipitate is present. The pre
tate cannot diffuse at all.

According to the model, reaction of the inner and ou
electrolytes takes place only at the sharp reaction fro
whered(x,y,t)51. This assumption is taken into account
the Kronecker delta functiond in the reaction term. This
function is zero anywhere except the active edges, wh
d(x,y,t)51. The reaction, having rate constantr , is sup-
posed to be proportional to the reagent concentrations.

The meaning of the cellular automata rules are the
lowing: Rule 1 describes the progress of reaction fronts
the concentration of the DC exceeds the critical thresholdc*
at a cell of the reaction front, all the nearest neighbors of
cell that are free of precipitate~i.e.,d50) become active. On
a square lattice these are the first Neumann-type neighb
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 157.181.170.24. Redistribution subject to A
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The DC is assumed to be consumed during the activa
process, and therefore it is eliminated from a cell that a
vated its surrounding.

The model assumes that only the surface of the prec
tate can act as a reactive region. Therefore, the cell that
activated its surrounding has to become passive. This co
quence is also included in rule 1.

Rules 2 and 3 implement the assumption that the c
centration of the DC has to reach thresholdc* within time t
measured from the emergence of the active cell; otherw
the element will be passivized. Aging of the cell is describ
by rule 2, and passivization at the end of its lifetime~if it
could not activate its surrounding! is governed by rule 3.

Rule 4 describes the second way of passivization, wh
is a generalization of the passivization algorithm of rule
Cells of the active edge are passivized in any configurat
when they become surrounded by either active or pas
cells. In addition, an active cell surrounded by precipita
cells and portions of the obstacle also gets passivized.

Note that in the computational implementation of t
model, the differential equations are applied first and
cellular automata rules afterwards. The rules act in the or
R1-R2-R3-R4.

The model, which has ten free parameters, describe
complicated chemical system. The most important resu
however, can be reached by varying only four parame
~the diffusion coefficients and the critical concentrationc* ),
while the others are fixed to constant values.

Progression of the reaction front occurs as follows: T
reaction, which takes place only at the front@which is repre-
sented by a row of active cells whered(x,y,t)51], produces
the DC represented by the compoundc, while reagentsa and
b are depleted in the surroundings. Although the DC is
lowed to diffuse into the ‘‘precipitate-free’’ region whered
50, its concentration will rise at the front, while ageT of the
cells at the front is also increasing. Let us assume that
critical concentrationc* is reached before the age of th
cells exceeds the lifetimet. Usually this happens at the sam
time in a larger front segment. At this moment, the fi
neighbors of the active cells~which in this configuration are
the next row of cells! becomes active, while the ‘‘mothe
cells’’ gets passivized. At the same time the DC gets deple
in the passivized cells, but while the diffusion rate for t
passivized cells is zero, the magnitude of the DC in the p
sivized cells has no influence on the simulation results.

If the concentration of the DC around the end points
the reaction zone is lower than the constant value in
middle of it, the active cells around the end points will not
able to activate their surrounding when the central segm
of the front does. However, these cells continue to prod
the DC, but at appropiate parameter values they will
reach the critical concentrationc* in their lifetime t, and
they will be passivized when their ageT reachest. Thus, the
active front segment will be shortened.

In order to increase numerical precision, decreasing
mesh size of the space discretization may appear desira
However, if physical parameters have to be kept const
rules 1 and 4 need to be changed. Several rows of active
have to emerge at the same time, and not only the bo
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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cells can be active. Such extensions of the model have
been investigated. Decreasing the time step does not c
similar problems. Since we cannot solve the model anal
cally, we carried out computer simulations to investigate
properties.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Computer simulations were performed on rectangu
and triangular grids. The time evolution of the system w
computed by explicit simple time marching. The mesh s
was ofDs51, and the time step ofDt50.01. The simulation
results did not change when time step was diminished by
order of magnitude.

A. The ‘‘chemical needle effect’’

First, we will present simulation results of an oversim
plified scenario, where reagentsa and b, having initially
constant concentrations, are allowed to react only on a
tionary, straight active segment with a constant length,
cated in the middle of the grid. This setup does not requ
the cellular automata rules, and shows in a simple way
features of the distribution of compoundc around the active
segment. These features are similar to those whenc is pro-
duced by a moving and also shrinking reaction front.

Depending on the parameters, possible distributions
the compoundc can be classified in two important categ
ries. The concentration either decreases monotonically a
approach the end points of the active segment@Fig. 4~a!#, or
it will have two ‘‘bumps’’ before the end points@Fig. 4~b!#.
For the bumps to appear, the diffusion coefficient ofc has to
be smaller than the diffusion coefficient of each reagent. T
condition is not a sufficient, only a necessary requiremen

In both cases, the parameters can be chosen in su
way that the concentration ofc at the very end of the seg
ment is smaller than the constant concentration in
middle. This is the case in Fig. 4~a! and also in Fig. 4~b!. If
we assign the reactive line with a reaction zone, and
compoundc with the DC, it is obvious that the critical con
centration can be chosen in such manner that shrinking o
reaction zone can occur.

The distribution of the compoundc that appeared in time
step Dt having a 0.01 time unit length@Fig. 4~c!# can be
explained as follows: The influx of the reagents to the re
tion zone will be proportional to their concentration grad
ents, which are found to be maximal around the end point
the segment. As a consequence, formation of the product
be maximal at the endpoints of the reaction zone. This s
nario shows a similarity with the needle effect in electrost
ics, and thus, it will be referred to as the ‘‘chemical nee
effect.’’

An analytical explanation of the overall distribution ofc
is under investigation. In the studied cases this is is ma
determined by the competition between the influx of the
agentsa andb and the spreading ofc.

As mentioned above, this simulation does not require
cellular automata rules, and thus refinement of the grid co
be simply performed. Similar results were obtained when
time step and also the mesh size were halved, using
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 157.181.170.24. Redistribution subject to A
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finite difference and finite volume schemes. The finite v
ume scheme was implemented on rectangular and triang
grids.

B. Simulations of pattern-forming processes

These simulations, which reproduced most of the imp
tant characteristics of the patterns in gel sheets, have b
performed with the finite volume scheme on rectangular g

FIG. 4. Computer simulation of concentration profiles of the compounc
around a stationary reaction zone. All units are dimensionless. The sim
tions were performed with the finite difference scheme, on a rectangular
of 3003200 units. The reactiona1b→c is running on a band of unit width
and 100 units of length, located in the middle of the grid (x5100– 199,y
5100). t55 time units elapsed from the starting of the reaction.~a! Bumps
are not present at the terminations of the reactive segment.r 51, Da523,
Db520, Dc518, a053, b051.5. ~b! Bumps were formed near the en
points of the reactive segment. Note that before the end points the con
tration ofc falls below the constant value that was reached in the middle
the segment.r 51, Da523, Db520, Dc510, a0530, b0515. ~c! Chemi-
cal needle effect: The reaction product formed inDt50.01 is drastically
increasing by approaching the end points of the reactive zone. The pa
eters are the same as in~b!.
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Concentrations and diffusion coefficients were given in
staggered arrangement, which allowed the most effec
handling of the space-dependent diffusion.

While t<6, the active edge whered(x,y,0)51 is lo-
cated at liney550. This is necessary because the emerge
of the first active cells is not included in the model. Durin
this time period, some amount of the DC is also produc
which allows the starting of the front.

After a transient period, the time required for producti
of the DC necessary for the progression of the active bo
will not change, and the front reaches a constant speed
time evolves, this front, which is present on the whole bro
ness of the diffusion column, moves forward, leaving beh
a precipitate region, whered(x,y,t)50.5. Two configura-
tions were studied after the transient period was over. N
that at the moment the detailed chemical mechanism of
reactions is unknown, and thus the parameters of the si
lations are not experimentally measured values. Howe
the diffusion coefficient of the DC is probably smaller th
that of the reactants, which has been taken into accoun
the simulations.

In the first simulation@Figs. 5~a!–5~e!#, the passing of
the front through two obstacles is studied. In this case,
obstacles are implemented as cells in which the diffusion
all of the diffusive compunds is prohibited. When the front
far from the obstacles, it is planar@Fig. 5~a!#, but before
touching the barriers, sections of the reaction front close
the them speeds up, in complete agreement with the exp
ments@Fig. 5~b!#.

While approaching the end of the obstacles, the front
behave in two different ways: Either an active–passive tr
sition occurs similar to that described in point~ii ! of Sec. III
and the front just passed through the gap between the
stacles shrinks, or passivization does not occur, and the f
penetrates behind the obstacles.

As mentioned previously, two conditions have to be f
filled in order to achieve the shrinking of the reaction fro
When the critical concentrationc* of the DC in the middle
region of the reaction front is just reached, the concentra
of the DC around the end points of the front has to be sma
thanc* , and the uncovered portions of the antecedent re
tion zone cannot remain active too long after the format
of the new layer of active cells.

After a shrinking-type front passes the barrier,
trapezoid-shaped precipitate area will form behind it, wh
d(x,y,t)50.5 @Fig. 5~d!#. As the reaction is completed, th
evolves into the trianglelike pattern observed in the exp
ments@Fig. 5~e!#.

Meinhardt peaks have been found in the NaO
1CuCl2 reaction system. The model is able to show t
pattern, but no set of parameter values has been found w
this special termination of the precipitate triangles and
behavior shown in Figs. 5~b!–5~d! are simultaneously
present. At the parameter values where the peaks are for
front propagation terminates before an obstacle due to
depletion of the reagents in the area between the front
the obstacle. When formation of Meinhardt peaks was st
ied, passivization was induced by two very small obstac
that do not affect diffusion, only prohibit the formation of th
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 157.181.170.24. Redistribution subject to A
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DC when they are reached by the reaction front.
A necessary requirement for the Meinhardt peaks

form is the presence of significantly high bumps on the c
centration profile of the diffusive intermediary compoun
When the reaction front becomes so short that the two bu
of the DC touch each other, the time necessary for the p
duction of the critical concentration of the DC is shortene
and front propagation speed increases. As a result, at the
of the precipitate triangle the Meinhardt peak appears@Fig.
5~f!#.

We have to mention that there are several effects that
not described by the present form of the model. In expe
ments, the excitability of the system, i.e., the ability of ra
ing new fronts and passive edges, grows as the concentra
of the inner electrolyte is increased,34 reagent concentration
are not uniform, and pattern formation takes place at vari
front speeds. Dependence of the diffusion coefficients on
concentrations46 are also not included in the model. Note th
the parameters of the model are estimates, and not ex
mentally measured values.

The model does not explain all the qualitative features
the pattern formation, but it has remarkable stability. Para
eter regions, where shrinking of the reaction front occurs,
large, e.g., all of the parameters of Figs. 5~a!–5~e! can be
varied at least about610% without any qualitative chang
to occur in the patterns.

Several versions of the model, including those where
DC is only a catalyst, led to similar results. Thus, the hypo
esis can be considered as a first, rough description of
system, and further experiments are required in order to c
struct a detailed model of these reactions.

VI. CONCLUSION

The experimental results presented in this article sh
the most relevant properties of the formation of primary p
terns in NaOH1CuCl2 , NaOH1Cu(NO3)2 , and NaOH
1AgNO3 reactions. Although the detailed mechanism of t
reactions is not available at the moment, the phenomenol
cal model discussed above explains the most important c
acteristics of the pattern formation. These properties, suc
shrinking of reaction fronts, formation of Meinhardt peak
and features of front propagation in the presence of
stacles, have been reproduced by computer simulations.
computational approach outlines some directions for the
ture experimental research: Characterizing the active bor
and finding the diffusive intermediary compound would
of great significance.
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FIG. 5. Simulations of moving reaction fronts. All units are dimensionle
The simulations were performed using the finite volume scheme on a
angular grid of 2003550 units. The dark gray area representsd50.5, while
light gray the regions without any precipitate, i.e.,d50. White lines repre-
sent the active edges, whered51. The obstacles are drawn in black.~a! The
reaction front sweeps through the diffusion column. The obstacles are
the front is even. The parameters are the following:r 51, c* 50.66, t
50.5, Da523, Db520, Dc518, a053, b051.5, aa50.8, ab50.5. Time
elapsed from the beginning of the reaction ist590. ~b! The reaction front
bends towards the obstacles. Time elapsed ist5103.2.~c! The front touched
the obstacles. Note the similarity with Fig. 3~h!. Time elapsed ist5104.~d!
Regressing edges emerged after the front passed the obstacles. A trap
shaped precipitate region is growing in the central area. Time elapsedt
5108.9.~e! The pattern after the termination of the reactions.~f! Precipitate
triangle formed at parameter valuesr 51, c* 513.3, t50.5, Da523, Db

520, Dc510,a0530, b0515, aa50.8, ab50.5. Note the Meinhardt peak
in the top of the triangle. The reactions are completed.
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APPENDIX: PREPARATION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

The experiments have been performed either in poly~vi-
nyl!alcohol~PVA!, or in agarose gel. The PVA gel was mad
as follows: 8.6 w/w % PVA solution was prepared by addi
PVA powder~PVA 72000, Merck Z.S.! to high-purity water
~supplied by Labconco and Millipore filter series! under con-
tinuous stirring at 70– 80 °C. Complete solubilization w
achieved by stirring for 4 h at this temperature, and then
was allowed to cool to room temperature. Inner electroly
of required concentrations were obtained by adding differ
amounts of CuCl2 ~Merck A.R.!, Cu(NO3)2 ~Reanal A.R.!,
or AgNO3 ~Reanal A.R.! solutions to a series of PVA solu
tions, each of 100.0 ml. Acidity and cross-linking of the g
were set by adding 2.00 ml acid and 1.00 ml of 1.0M glut-
araldehyde~Merck Z.S.! to the above mixtures. Gels contain
ing inner electrolyte CuCl2 were acidified with 18.50 w/w %
HCl ~Reanal A.R.!, while gels containing AgNO3 or
Cu(NO3)2 with 16.25 w/w % HNO3, respectively. Then,
high-purity water was used to top off each solution to 200
ml. After a strong mixing, the air bubbles were driven out
putting the solution into an ultrasonic device for 10–20 s

To prepare experiments for microscopic investigatio
2–3 droplets of the above solution were placed on a mic
scope slide, and covered with a cover glass of 22332 mm.
After 1–3 h while the gelation took place, the reactions we
started by placing 4–5 droplets of 8.0M NaOH outer elec-
trolyte solution~Reanal A.R.! on one of the edges of the ge
sheet, and covered with a cover glass to avoid its evap
tion.

For the other kind of experiments, the solutions we
poured between pairs of glass plates to a height of 50 m
The 833102 mm glass plates were placed parallel to ea
other at a distance of 1.6 mm. In order to fix them, a co
ponent of a protein gel electrophoresis device was used.
ter 10–20 h the reaction was started by pouring 3.00 m
NaOH outer electrolyte on the top of the gel.

Agarose solution of 2 w/w % was prepared by addi
agarose powder~SeaKen, low electroendoosmosis, or Sigm
low EEO! to high-purity water at room temperature. Solub
lization was achieved by stirring for 1–2 min at 70– 80 °
In order to obtain inner electrolytes of required concent
tions, CuCl2 , AgNO3, or Cu(NO3)2 solutions of 50– 60°C
were added to a series of agarose solutions, each of 100
Then, each solution was topped off to 200 ml by high-pur
water of 50– 60 °C. Cross-linking took place when the abo
mixtures were allowed to cool down to room temperatu
Preparation of the experiments is similar to those with P
gel, except that experiments can be started in about 1 h,
the temperature of the gel sheets was equalized. All exp
ments were carried out at room temperature.

Note that in the NaOH1AgNO3 system, when running
in a 1.6 mm thick gel sheet, the pattern formation usua
stopped after the formation of the first layer of precipita
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triangles; however, when the reaction took place in a thin
sheet between a microscope slide and a cover glass, a
variety of patterns were formed.
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